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Here is a list of what you’ll need to play this game:
* a Deck of Cards (You’ll use cards to make a map of 
the Ruins one chamber at a time.  Cards not used 
for the map are used to in play to determine if you 
make it through a darkened part of the Ruins).
* a Handful of Coins (or other such marker to show 
where you can’t go, from chamber to chamber, 
marking Dead Ends, Cut Off Pathways, and 
Shadowed Areas)
* Scrap Paper.  You’ll use this for writing down the 
little things you find (so you can maybe use them 
up as a Pocket Card).  When the game is over you’ll 
look through these things to inspire Gifts for your 
fellow players.

Adventuring Kit
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“To love at all is to be vulnerable. Love anything and your 
heart will be wrung and possibly broken. If you want to 
make sure of keeping it intact you must give it to no one, 
not even an animal. Wrap it carefully round with hobbies 
and little luxuries; avoid all entanglements. Lock it up 
safe in the casket or coffin of your selfishness. But in that 
casket, safe, dark, motionless, airless, it will change. It will 
not be broken; it will become unbreakable, impenetrable, 
irredeemable. To love is to be vulnerable.”

--C. S. Lewis - The Four Loves
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 What is this book about?
This is a storygame.  It’s unlike a story because you won’t 

write it down.  It’s different from most games because you’re 
not playing to beat anyone.  There will be fiction that is 
imagined, and there will be a deck of cards that shape the 
way things go.  All together, a storygame is unique to itself.

This book is written to help anyone playing the game to 
understand what is expected, what is imagined, and what is 
most rewarding for everyone involved.

What do the people playing this game do?
To play this game you and the other people joining you 

are going to pretend that you’re exploring a secret ruins.  
There are no other people in this place, you are going alone, 
and you will not be discovered there.  The reason you’re 
going to these ruins is partially for curiosity - to see all the 
beautiful details of a place that once was.  But mostly you’re 
there to spend time with your companions, the other players 
that are exploring with you.  Together you’re going to help 
each other through dangers, and discover sacred things 
within the Fiction.  But as you spend time together you’ll 
help each other learn who you are and discover sacred things 
about your connections to each other.

At it’s core, this game is about talking to one another, and 
sharing the weights and wonders within our hearts.

FOREWARD
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Playing a game of confession and trust can be 
dangerous.  Hearts can be wounded, and friendships can 
be tested by the truth.  To explore these ruins it is advised 
that all players observe this agreement before entering:

I am Here, With you, Right now:  None Left Out
The words and burdens shared between the explorers of 

this ruin are not to be hoarded or hidden.  Speak and listen 
with your heart.  Do not come here only to unburden 
yourself, be available to listen, too.  And do not play this 
game to rescue someone, trust that another’s burdens are 
their own, and they can handle them.  Listen and Speak, 
receive and give, as best you can.

I Go Where You Go:  The Two Rights
The Right to Be Silent:  Each player decides what they 

carry, and what they reveal.  You do not have to deal with 
something that is too much.  If someone knows about a 
burden that weighs on you they can only ask you to talk 
about it, never demand it.  Only share what you choose.

The Right to Back Down:  If something weighs more 
than you expected you can back down.  If something felt 
ready to be confessed but catches in your throat, you have 
the right to change your mind.  No one can demand your 
heart be more open than you decide it should be.

Story Contract
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The reason we are exploring this Ruins really is to just 
talk and share, away from the Real World.  To what extent 
you imagine a fictional situation to support this endeavour 
is up to you.  The only aspect that is assumed is this:  You’re 
traipsing a place of human design that is now slowly being 
reclaimed by nature.  This could be a castle in the mountains 
somewhere, or a space station adrift in low orbit.  It could, if 
you wanted, change with each threshold you pass, or at the 
chiming of every hour.  It does not have to be large or small, 
it does not have to make sense.  What is important is that 
everyone can smile at what you see.  Relax your mind, open 
your heart, and stretch your imagination.

As you play you will map out the Ruins using a deck of 
playing cards.  You will place them in a simple grid, starting 
at the center with the Joker.  Each card then represents a 
‘chamber’ of the Ruins.  Black cards represent perilous or 
frightful places, while Red cards represent safe havens and 
treasure troves.

The Red chambers give you special opportunities.  Hearts 
are places to keep your memories safe, and to unburden the 
things that weigh on your heart.  Diamonds are chambers 
filled with lost and secret treasures that you can make into 
gifts for the other people exploring with you.

Of the Ruins
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Each explorer has a bag.  This bag can look however 
you like, and be of any size you prefer.  It can be realistic 
or shaped to fit the fiction.  It can hold anything one can 
imagine, provided it can fit through its opening.  (So try to 
imagine small things, just in case.)

Inside the bag you will find your burdens - the things 
that weigh your heart down.  These could be worries 
about work, or pain from a recent breakup; they could be 
childhood suffering you still carry, or painful truths that 
you finally have to admit are there.

Before you begin playing take a moment to imagine 
the shape of these burdens, especially the ones you know 
you want to share with your fellow explorers.  Even if you 
know you will not reveal them here it doesn’t hurt to know 
they are there, as a weight you carry.  Just acknowledging 
them is good practice.

As you explore the ruins you will find Treasures that you 
can keep with you.  Most will be common, though bright 
with imagined glamour.  Some will be magical.  Your bag 
can keep the trinkets and treasures from the ruins as you 
go along.  These things will not weigh you down.

When the game is finished these Treasures will become 
gifts you give to your friends.  They will not know until 
later what the gift is, whenever they decide to open it.  
Gifts are given to remember what we learned of each other 
in the Ruins, and to lift each other up.

Before and After
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Begin with the Joker.  Place it at the center of the table 
between all explorers.  Whoever suggested the game will 
be North, and the Joker should be oriented upside down 
to that player.  All exploration of the Ruins is by cardinal 
direction:  You may go North, South, East or West to 
enter the next chamber.  Whoever flips the card to enter a 
chamber goes in first and gets to describe its look and feel.

Spades
Spades are the dangerous parts of the Ruins:  crumbling 

bridges, locked gates, and shadowy chambers.

Clubs
Clubs are the perilous wilderness surrounding the 

Ruins.  There are paths here, but they may vanish.

Diamonds
Diamonds are treasure troves, where you find what 

might become the perfect gift at the end of your journey.

Hearts
Hearts are havens for your memories and places to 

shape or relieve the burdens you carry.

Of the Cards
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When you draw a Black card you will be entering the 
Wilderness or a dark part of the Ruins.

If you draw a numbered card you will be tested.  To pass 
this you will each be dealt two cards first.  Then, whoever is 
North, will deal a number of cards face down into a separate 
pile - this separate pile is called the Peril Deck.

For these tests an Ace is worth 10.  Numbered cards are 
worth their number.  And all Face Cards are worth 11.  Each 
player is dealt one card.

Whoever went first into the chamber describes the 
Peril.  They flip over the first Peril Card and set up the 
danger, describing what it is that keeps everyone from 
wanting to go into that place - the higher the card the more 
frightful it is.  To continue, a player must play a card of equal 
or greater value, describing how they overcome the situation.  
If they play a card that is higher than the Peril Card they do 
so with great success, and can draw another card from the 
remaining deck.  If they only match the Peril Card they have 
barely kept out of danger, and get no new card; they can no 
longer help defeat this chamber.  If no player has a card that 
can match the Peril Card, two can play theirs together to 
‘help’ each other.  Helping means you can continue through 
the Peril, but you don’t draw new cards.  When you ask for 
help from another player explain how you work together.

Dangers and Perils
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At any time the group can quit, and turn back together, 
which means the chamber is closed, and you cannot return 
to it, put a single token on this card to mark it closed.  
Closed chambers don’t mean you’re losing at the game, 
they just mean parts of this Ruin aren’t worth exploring.

Whoever matches the current Peril Card turns over 
the next Peril Card, and describes how things continue.  
Anyone can play against the Peril in any order.  

If together you manage to meet or exceed all the cards 
in the Peril Deck, you have overcome the Chamber, and 
it is open for you to travel through.  If you all run out of 
cards, or if no one can match the Peril Card that has been 
turned over, the chamber is closed.  When a chamber is 
closed this way, the book will instruct you how to place 
tokens on the map for each closed chamber.  Just one 
explorer needs to make it through to the end of the Peril 
Deck for everyone to pass the through together.

If you turn over an Ace or Face Card something special 
will happen.  These cards have their own rules, different 
from the Peril Deck, and whoever explored that chamber is 
the one to read what happens.  Each Ace or Face card asks 
you to imagine some details and a unique scenario.

For each type of card, the theme for it, and how many 
cards are dealt for the Peril Deck, see the chapter starting 
on page 20.
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Whoever overcomes the last card of the Peril Deck can 
keep one black card from that stack.  This represents an item 
that’s “in your pocket.”  It represents an opportunity to use 
any of the things you’ve found in the Ruins to help pass 
through a perilous chamber later.

To play the card in your Pocket add it to your card on 
your turn, if you exceed redraw one card.  Once you use a 
card from your Pocket the item is lost or broken, and you 
won’t necessarily be able to try that again.  You describe how 
this card is ‘used.’

Spades are conceptual things, details about the Ruins 
you’ve picked up on, or ideas you suddenly have.  Such as 
spotting a lever that opens a secret door, or using an old vine 
to swing over the chasm that blocks your path.

Clovers are the little things you’ve been picking up along 
the way.  A garden hose might help you breath as you swim 
under a flooded throne room, or a ten foot pole can knock 
things over from the other side of an iron gate.

You cannot have more than one card in your Pocket.  Of 
course you can have as much as you want from the Ruins as 
you fill your bag with trinkets and treasures, but they will 
not be things you can ‘play’ in a Peril test.  Only a black card 
in your Pocket adds to your effort in facing a peril.

Pockets
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When you enter a Treasure Trove or a Safe Haven you 
don’t have to worry about testing yourself to see if the 
chamber is lost.  These cards are not dangerous.  They are 
wondrous, and quiet, and perfect for soft conversations.

When a player explores a new chamber and turns over 
a Red card, they look up what it is at the back of this 
book.  Their goal is simple:  to describe this place with 
imagination and affection.  Think back to places you’ve 
been that made you gasp in awe or sigh with wonder.  
Draw deeply from yourself.

Each Red card chamber has things that partly define 
what it will look or feel like.  Red cards are the still places 
where we might hear the whispered questions that stir our 
memory or remind us of the weight in that bag we carry.

If the conversation stalls you can look up a 
Contemplation Seed, found at the end of this book.  These 
questions may or may not find soft spots among us, so do 
not force an answer from anyone.  The goal is not to pry, 
but to make this place and everyone feel open to sharing.

While you explore these places don’t forget to look for 
things that might make good Gifts at the end of the game.  
If you’re uncertain whether something may or may not be 
found in a chamber, ask the person who opened it.

Havens and Troves
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The final aspect of any journey through the Ruins is to 
give each other gifts.  It’s possible that you’ve played this 
whole game for that purpose only.  Sometimes all we need is 
to encourage and be encouraged by each other.

Pick something you’ve found that represents a bit of love 
or advice you want to share with those you’ve been exploring 
with.  Give it to them, folded up, on a small piece of paper.  
As a rule, you cannot open a Gift until you’ve said a farewell 
to all the players that joined you for that game.

You might want to not only name what the trinket or 
treasure is, but note where you found it, what it means to 
you, and why you’re giving it to them.  Explain your gift as 
much as you think you might need to, because there’s no 
telling how long this gift will go unopened.

Gifts and Goodbyes
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Each kind of player has their own focus for Refuge.
A Seeker is here to ask questions about themself, and 

focus on their own burdens and their own feelings.
A Page is there to help the others ask their questions, 

and to offer insight about the emotions and challenges 
everyone faces, be them real confessions or elements of the 
Ruins perilous areas.

A Muse is there to create beauty and art for the other 
players to enjoy.  The Muse focuses on creating details 
about the surroundings, and then turning those details 
into encouraging words, messages, or notes that can be 
written down on scraps of paper at the end of the game, 
and given to the other players as Gifts.

Seeker, Page, Muse
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Inevitably questions will come up.  If you are North for 
this game, it will be your job to answer those questions.  You 
suggested this game, so you get to reply to these thoughts.

How to think about the Ruins:

Danger is a good way to bring us together.  Just a little 
chill can make us draw closer, just a little darkness can make 
us walk slower and side-by-side.  When you enter Black 
card chambers, don’t think of them as epic challenges to 
defeat, think of them as opportunities to share something 
suspenseful.  If you loose the chamber, it’s not a big deal.  
Either way, when the cards were turned, you were just going 
to leave that room and go to another, anyway.  Dead ends, 
blocked paths, and shadowed areas are just determining your 
direction as you wander about with your companions.

There is no objective, there is no win or loose condition.  
The only hope you should harbor about this activity is the 
chance to learn something about the people there, with you, 
right in the moment.

Nothing is Flawless:

If you find yourself leaving a Dead End only to wind 
up in another one (or any similar situation) just pick 
up the other Joker and put it on the far end of the map.  

Ultima Thule
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Congratulations, you were just whisked away by magic 
to a safer place.  Feel free to improvise against any broken 
rule with this kind of improvisation.  The rules are a 
framework, not a cage.

If you’ve covered a lot of ground there may not be 
enough cards left to give the Peril Stack as much as it 
requires, if so play with a short Peril Deck.  If there are not 
enough cards left for everyone to have one of their own, or 
if the Peril Deck is 0, then you’ve bested the Ruins already 
and all exploration from now on is free of tests no matter 
what card turns over.  Treat all Black cards as darkened 
chambers, only describe them as unfrightful enough you 
can traipse them freely.

Remember Why You’re Here:

When this game is over allow plenty of time for 
everyone to sit, in the quiet, and consider what they’ve 
learned about each other.  In each person’s bag there’s 
going to be a lot of stuff.  In each person’s heart there’s 
going to be more.  Be still and silent with one another for 
as many moments as feels right.

Exchange your gifts before you depart, but after you’ve 
left the fiction.  The exchange of the ideas will be a physical 
action, and carried away from the game on bits of paper.
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Ace - Nightfall - If the Ace is draw, darkness falls.

You cannot pass through Spade Chambers at Night.  If you 
draw a Spade while exploring, someone in the group must 
discard a Diamond from their pocket to make light before 
you test.  Otherwise you must turn back and place a token 
on that card as lost in Shadow, until the Lighthouse is found.

2•3•4  A Crumbling Bridge

Peril Deck = 1 Card for each Player
Fail to pass this chamber and the way back is closed.
Place a token between the card you just left and this one.

5•6•7  A Locked Chamber

Peril Deck = 2 Cards for each Player
Fail this chambers test and it becomes a dead end.
Place a token over every exit but where you just came in.

8•9•10  A Shadowed Room

Peril Deck = 3 Cards for each Player
If this chamber is lost you cannot enter it ever again.
Place a token on the center of this card, it is closed.

Book of Ruins

8•9•105•6•72•3•4
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The Jack of Spades - The Oubliette
You have come upon a place where all is forgotten.  Empty 
your pockets, putting the cards back into the deck, and then 
shuffle them.  You’re not sure how you lost these things...

The Queen of Spades - the Spire
You come across a lift, a ladder, a spiral stairway or some 
other way up.  Place the Queen here face up.
Place one more card along the edge of the Queen farthest 
from the Joker.  This card is automatically a Dead End.  
But from this high-rise you can see the landscape around 
the Ruins.  Each player can take a turn describing the 
weather, the sky, the season, the natural landscape and 
anything in the distance around the Ruins.

The King of Spades - The Abyss
You have suddenly fallen into a dark underground to the 
Ruins.  Pick up the King, place three face-down cards in 
the direction you were headed, and then put the King 
down there.  The King is automatically a dead end.  To get 
back, you’re going to have to explore your way out.  The 
three face down cards should all be set up and detailed as 
being underground, or in darkness.

♠

k
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Ace - Fog - If the Ace is draw, fog rolls in.

You cannot pass through the wilderness in fog.  If you draw 
a club while exploring, someone in the group must discard 
a Diamond from their pocket to make rope of some kind 
before the test.  Otherwise you must turn back and place a 
token on that card as lost in Shadow.

2•3•4  Vanishing Pathways

Peril Deck = 1 Card for each Player
Fail to pass this chamber and the way back is closed.
Place a token where you just entered from.

5•6•7  The Toadstool Ring

Peril Deck = 2 Cards for each Player
Fail this test and all other exits lead strangely back to the ring...
Place a token over every exit but where you just came in.

8•9•10  Deep Waters

Peril Deck = 3 Cards for each Player
If this chamber is lost you cannot enter it ever again.
Place a token on the center of this card, you cannot re-enter.

Book of Wilderness

8•9•105•6•72•3•4
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♣
The Jack of Clubs - The Towen
You have come upon a place not of the Ruins and not of the 
Wild.  This place is unsettling and unwelcoming.

When you leave, you realize your Pockets are empty...

The Queen of Clubs - the Cave
You come across hole in the earth, or a river flowing 
underground.  You have this one chance to go in, or loose your 
nerve hereafter.

Place one card along the edge of the Queen farthest from 
the Joker.  This card is face down, and automatically a dead 
end.  If you choose to explore it, turn it face up.  If not, 
leave it face down.  After this turn it cannot be flipped up.

The King of Clubs - The Shifting Landscape
You suddenly realize the path back is gone.  Pick up the 
King, place three face-down cards in the direction you 
were headed, and then place the King.  The King is 
automatically a dead end.  To get back, you’re going to 
have to search your way back.  If one of the cards in the 
path becomes closed to you, start exploring in a new 
direction.  Keep pressing on until you get back to the 
Ruins, or, if you wish, explore in the new direction.

k
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Ace - The Musicbox - If the Ace is draw, you’re in luck.
This room broadcasts music that can be heard throughout 
the Ruins.  As long as the Ace of Hearts is in play, the Ace of 
Clubs has no effect.

For numbered cards, incorporate these elements freely...
2•3•4  Gardens

This chamber is filled with some kind of plantlife - orchard, 
flower-bed, or moss garden - it was cultivated and cared for.
Memories can be planted as seeds here, to grow into 
something everlasting.
Speak here about what you’ve tried in the past to do with your 
burdens.  Did it work?  Why?

5•6•7  Waters

Cool waters ripple and splash in this place.
Waters are reflection.  Share a memory here and someone 
might find something in the water that reflects its worth.
Speak here about what others have suggested you should do 
about your burdens, or about what you think others do to cope 
with their own similar weights.

8•9•10  Fires

There is firelight warm and glowing in this place.
Fires kindle your imagination.  Tell a story here.  And what 
you share can be pulled as shaped glass from the fires.
Talk about what you think your life would be like without your 
burdens.  What does your weight mean to you?

Book of Havens
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♥
The Faces of Hearts are places to unburden yourself.  Here, in 
these places, shape or let go of your weights, with your friends 
to share the moment.  Write the burden on a scrap of paper, 
fold it up, and put it on the card.

The Jack of Hearts - The Kiln
The Kiln is a place to change your burdens.  If you’ve 
learned something here that has reshaped your weight, 
place it in the Kiln and let fire make it anew.

The Queen of Hearts - The Fountain
The Fountain is a place to let go.  If you’ve learned 
something that has freed you of a burden, tie that burden 
to a coin, and toss them both into the Fountain.

The King of Hearts - The Vault
The Vault is for burdens that can’t be left behind.  We may 
not wish to loose these parts of us, we may instead hope 
to keep these things sacred.  This is a place for secrets that 
cannot be shared or can only be shared with a few.
Some things cannot go away, but here, in the Vault, you 
will not have to carry it, knowing it is safe.
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Ace - The Lighthouse - If the Ace is draw, you’re in luck.
This tower of light illuminates the Ruins and all of its 
surroundings at Night.  As long as the Ace of Diamonds is in 
play, the Ace of Spades has no effect.

For numbered cards, describe these kinds of places...

2•3•4  Foundry

This is a place of tools and objects.  A workshop, or a forge, or a 
storefront, or a junkyard.

Build something here for yourself or another player.

5•6•7  Archives

This is a place of collected knowledge.  Libraries, etc.

8•9•10  Gallery

This is a place of Art.  Sculptures, murals, paintings, etc.

Book of Troves
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♦
The Faces of Diamonds are places to find more than treasures, 
trinkets, souvenirs and stuff.  While the Numbered Cards 
are all mundane, carrying Tools, Knowledge or Art, in these 
chambers you will find magic...

The Jack of Diamonds - The Armory
A magic sword, an unbreakable shield.  A canteen that 
never runs out of water.  Or perhaps a pen with infinite 
ink, or just a record that plays only your favorite song.  
Whatever it may be at the moment, a Weapon is anything 
that helps you go on the offensive against the things that 
weigh you down.  Take one for yourself, or find one for 
your friend, and explain to them how it can help.

The Queen of Diamonds - The Laboratory
A tonic that brings sleep, or a balm that heals.  The 
Laboratory is where you’ll find magic potions and devices.  
Sometimes we need a hand with our burdens from an idea 
we wouldn’t have had without asking a friend.

The King of Diamonds - The Observatory
Magical secrets are hidden in the stars.  Take a moment 
here to look at the skies.  You might uncover some truth 
that’s been hiding.  At the very least, however, you’ll be 
sure to find a reminder of how and why you love the 
people here, with you, right now.  Tell everyone why 
they’re important to you.  Draw a constellation - real or 
imagined - and name it after them.
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Name a Favorite:

Food, drink, song, album, book, movie, show, car, home
Who is your bigest hero?
Pick the cast for a movie about the people in this game.
Speak freely about: 
your favorite trip, your favorite place, your favorite road.
What was your hardest romantic moment or truth?
Tell about your first Kiss, Date or Breakup.
Tell about your biggest Crush or truest love.
What was the biggest act of love you’ve ever committed?
Who was your most respected Teacher?
Speak freely about:
Your first friend, the first friend you lost, or your best friend
Of everyone you know...
Who would you want with you in a fight?
Who would you want with you when lost in the woods?
Name a trait that another player has that you wish you had.
Who do you miss the most?

Contemplation Seeds

♦

♥
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More C.S.Lewis:
Companionship is, however, only the matrix of 

Friendship. It is often called Friendship, and many 
people when they speak of their ‘friends’ mean only their 
companions. But it is not Friendship in the sense I give to 
the word. By saying this I do not at all intend to disparage 
the merely Clubabble relation. We do not disparage silver 
by distinguishing it from gold.

Friendship arises out of mere Companionship when 
two or more of the companions discover that they have 
in common some insight or interest or even taste which 
the others do not share and which, till that moment, 
each believed to be his own unique treasure (or burden). 
The typical expression of opening Friendship would be 
something like, ‘What? You too? I thought I was the only 
one’.... The man who agrees with us that some question, 
little regarded by others, is of great importance, can be our 
Friend.  He need not agree with us about the answer.

Special Thanks to Joel Shempert, Jackson Tegu and 
Joe McDaldno for making me believe in these silly little 
games.  And to David Drake for exploring Space with me.

Back cover poem by Ralph Emerson.  Check him out.

Final Thoughts
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A ruddy drop of manly blood
The surging sea outweighs,

The world uncertain comes and goes,
The lover rooted stays.
I fancied he was fled,

And, after many a year,
Glowed unexhausted kindliness

Like daily sunrise there.
My careful heart was free again, 

O friend, my bosom said,
Through thee alone the sky is arched,

Through thee the rose is red,
All things through thee take nobler form,

And look beyond the earth,
And is the mill-round of our fate

A sun-path in thy worth.
Me too thy nobleness has taught

To master my despair;
The fountains of my hidden life
Are through thy friendship fair.


